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Offering three different models, the LokkLatch range of key lockable gate latches are a strong, stylish and 

secure alternative to traditional metal gravity latches. 

Made from rust-free engineering polymers and stainless steel component, with good durability, and come 

backed by D&D Technologies. 

The standard LokkLatch is a versatile general-purpose gate latch ideal for use around homes and gardens. 

Its built-in key lock offers basic security without the need for a padlock, all housed in a sleek, rust-free body. 

LokkLatch offers an optional External Access Kit to allow operation from both sides of a fence. 
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The LokkLatch Deluxe model is good for privacy and security latch for many residential and commercial 

applications, and is available with an External Access Kit that allows easy operation from both sides of a 

gate. 

Simple to install, The LokkLatch Deluxe model requires only one drill hole through the gate for full 

functionality, and is suitable for use on gates of any material. It eliminates the need for welding expensive 

lockboxes onto gates and also does away with the need for hand-holes in gates. 

The top-security LokkLatch PRO-SL is a high security self-locking device that requires a key for entry and 

exit. Ideal for commercial applications requiring such levels of security, it has been tested to an impressive 

400,000 cycles, and has re-keyable 6-pin locks that can be matched to other door and gate locks for an 

integrated security solution. 

All three LokkLatch models are remarkably easy to install, with special adjustment slots in the latch and 

striker body allowing for horizontal and vertical adjustment during or after installation to fine-tune operation. 
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